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OUTLINE

OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION
Two types of manual transaxles are available for the '88 626: a modified G{ype and an all new H{ype.
The type used is selected according to the engine's power. The New Gtype MTX is used with the
non-turbo engine, and the Htype with the turbocharged engine.
The modified Gtype MTX is an improved version of the one used in the previous 626. The Htype
MTX was developed specially to match the higher engine power of the turbocharged engine.
For improved shifting performance and quieter operation of both transaxles, synchromesh shifting is
adopted for reverse gear, and the Sth-reverse clutch hub assembly is assembled on the primary shaft.

SPECIFICATION 
86u07A-002

Transmission New G-type H-type

Engine Type F2 (Non-Turbo) F2 (Turbo)

Shift Lever Position Floor Floor

Gear Ratio

l^+tJt 3.307 3.250

2nd 1.833 1.772

3rd I.ZJJ 1.194

4th 0.914 0.926

5th 0.717 0.711

Rev, J. too 3.416

Ditferential Gear Ratio 4.1 05 4.105

Oil Capacity 3.35 liters (3.54 US qt, 2.95 lmp qt) 3.65 liters (3.86 US qt, 3.21 lmp qt)

Type of Oil Used A.T.F.: M2C33-F DEXRON ll

86U07A-003
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STRUCTURAL VIEW
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MAIN MECHANISM CHANGE

STH-REVERSE CLUTCH HUB ASSEMBLY AND sTH GEAR (New G-type and H-type)
For the previous G-type MTX, the 5th clutch hub assembly was assembled on the secondary shaft.
For both new MTXs, the 5th-reverse clutch hub assembly is assembled to the primary shaft, and it
turns the Sth gear only when needed.
For the previous G-type, because Sth gear was splined directly to the primary shaft, the inertia of the
primary shaft was high. Because the Sth and reverse clutch hub assembly is now on the primary shaft,
Sth gear is free and primary shaft inertia is reduced. As a result, the load on the gear synchronizer
can be reduced and the shifting effort lessened. Moreover, because Sth gear (drive gear) does not
rotate in neutral, clashing between gears is eliminated.

Primary reverse synchronizer gear
Secondary reverse
synchronizer gear

5th gear

5th-reverse
shift fork 5th-reverse

shift rod,

Secondary
reverse gear

Reverse
idle gear

Reverse lever

New G-type MTX
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REVERSE IDLE GEAR AND REVERSE SYSTEM (New G-type and H-type)

Secondary reverse synchronizer gear Primary reverse synchronizer gear

Synchrnizer ring

shift fork

Sth-reverse clutch hub
assembly

Sth-reverse shift rod

Secondary shaft Primary shaft gear assembly
gear assembly

Primary reverse gear

Secondary
reverse gear

Reverse
idle gear

New Gtype MTX

86U07A-006

For the previous Gtype, there was a constant mesh of the reverse idle gear and 1st-2nd clutch hub
on the secondary shaft, with engagement to the primary reverse gear only during reverse operation.
Consequently, there was constant rotation of reverse idle gear during vehicle travel. For both new
MTXs there is no rotation except during reverse travel.
The reverse system is changed to a sliding mesh and synchronizer mechanism. The primary reverse
synchronizer gear rotates freely on the primary shaft. The secondary reverse synchronizer gear is se-
cured by splines to the secondary shaft. Because these two gears are always meshed, the primary
reverse synchronizer gear only rotatep if the secondary shaft rotates, and does not rotate if the secon-
dary shaft stops.
The engagement and disengagement of the primary and secondary reverse gears is accomplished
by the reverse idle gear and the Sth-reverse clutch hub sleeve synchronizer operation by way of the
reverse lever, shift rod, and the shift fork.
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OPERATION (New G-type and H-type)
Whgn the clutch pedal is depressed (while the vehicle is stopped) in order to shift to reverse, the primary
shaft continues to rotate due to inertia.
As the shift rod is moved toward the reverse side, the reverse idle gear moves close to the primary
and secondary reverse gears, and the reverse synchronizer ring is, via the Sth-reverse clutch hub
sleeve and the synchronizer keys, pressed against the primary reverse synchronizer gear cone.
As a result, the primary shaft, which was rotating by inertia, stops because it is geared io the secon-
dary shaft (which is not rotating) by the primary and secondary reverse synchronizer gears.

Sth-reverse clutch hub sleeve

Sth gear

Primary synchronizer gear

Synchronizer gear sleeve

Lock nut

86U07A-007

As the shift rod advances farther, the reverse idle gear
moves still closer to the reverse gears.

The Sth-reverse clutch hub sleeve moves over the keys
and synchronizer ring, and the synchronizer ring
moves away from the primary reverse synchronizer
gear cone.
The primary reverse synchronizer gear is again free
and the primary shaft is allowed to freely rotate when
external force is applied.

86U07A-008
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Secondary reverse gear

Reverse idle gear

Primary reverse gear

86U07A 009

When in this condition, as the shift rod advances even
farther, the reverse idle gear first meshes with the
primary reverse gear, causing the primary shaft to
rotate slightly if necessary. lt then meshes with the
secondary reverse gear. Through this there is no
grinding of the gear teeth or noise because the gears
anai2na cmnnthlrr

When the shift rod moves in the opposite direction,
the reverse idle gear moves away from the reverse
gears, returning to a position where it is completely
disengaged.

I

I
I

SHIFT ROD AND NEEDLE BEARING (H-type only)

Shift rods Needle bearings

86U07A-01 0

In order to assure smooth shifting, there are three separate shift rods for 1st-2nd, 3rd-4th, and Sth-reverse.
For the same purpose, needle bearings are used between the shafts and gears in order to reduce
the sliding resistance of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th gears on the primary or secondary shaft Also,
the selector, change arm and reverse gate are combined together as one unit as shown on the follow-
ing page.
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SELECTLOCK AND INTERLOCK (H-type only)

Reverse gate lever

Pins

Interlock +

Selector

Change arm
Reverse gate

Crank lever

Gtype

86U074 01 1

A reverse gate lever is incorporated in the guide plate in order to prevent shifting into reverse by mis-
take when downshifting from Sth to 4th gear.
The interlock mechanism is a conventional pin type. lt is designed so that as one shift rod is moved,
it pushes the interlock pins out and prevents the other rods from moving.
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SERVICE POINTS

SPECIAL TOOLS (H-type only)
Because the sizes of many parts are larger, the following tools have been developed and are available.
'1. Preload adapter (49 8017 102), Primary shaft bearings
2. Preload adapter (49 G017 202), Secondary shaft bearings
3. Holder (49 G027 003), Differential side gear
4. Shim selector (49 G027 001), Differential
5. Bearing remover (49 G027 002), Differential
6. Attachment (49 G017 '101), Primary shaft 1st gear side
7. Attachment (49 G017 203), Secondary shaft l st gear side

86U07A-01 2
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Note
Both attachments should be used together with
plate (49 F401 3664).



BEARING PRELOAD ADJUSTMENT (New G-type and H-type)
Tapered roller bearings are used in the transaxles as in the previous 626. When any of following parts
are replaced, the bearing preload must be checked and adjusted by inserting adjust shims between
the transaxle case and the bearing outer race or transaxle case and diaphragm spring.

1. Clutch housing 4. Secondary shaft
2. Transaxle case 5. Differential case
3. Primary shaft 6. Bearings

Adjustment of bearing preload is basically the same as the previous 626.

86U07A-01 3
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86U07A-01 5

'1. Remove the oil seal, differential bearing outer race,
and adjust shim from the transaxle case.

2. Remove the primary and secondary shaft bearing
outer races, the adjust shims and the diaphragm
springs from the transaxle case.

3. Reinstall the outer races to their respective posi-
tions in the transaxle case.

4. Remove the primary and secondary shaft bearing
outer races from the clutch housing. Install the outer
races in their resoective selectors.

5. Set the differential assembly in the clutch housing;
then set the differential bearing outer race and the
specified selector on the differentral assembly.

6. (G-type)
Install the selectors and outer races to their resoec-
tive bearing outer race bore in the clutch housing.
Positron the primary and secondary shafts onto the
corresoondino selector.
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(H-type)
Install the primary selector
primary shaft bearing bore

and outer race rn the
in the clutch housing.

Note
For the H-type, the secondary shaft bearing
preload adjustment must be done after the
primary shaft and differential adjustment be-
cause the selector hits the differential as-
sembly.

lnstall the transaxle case. and install the ten col-
lars and bolts,

Note
The collars must be installed as shown in the
figure.

Tightening torque:
G-type 18-20 N'm
(1.8-2.0 ffi-kg, 13-14

H-type 37-52 N.m
(3.8-5.3 ffi-kg, 27-38

ft-rb)

ft-rb)

B. Seat the bearing outer races by opening the selec-
tor until the bars can no longer be turned by hand.

7 A-11
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86U07A.021

SHIM TO BE USED

MEASUREMENT-O.70 mm

(0.0276 in)

Example

1.23 mm -0.76 mm = 0.53 mm

(0,0484 in) - (0,0276 in) - (0,0208 in)

0.50 mm SHIM
(0.0197 in)

86U07 A-022

SHIM TO BE USED

MEASUREMENT-0.70 mm

(0,0276 in)

Example

1.22 mm - 0.70 mm = 0.52 mm

(0.0480 in) - (0.0276 in) = (0,0204 in)

0.55 mm
(0.0217 In)

86U07A-023

9. Turn the selectors back until the gaps are
eliminated.
This time, using fingers only, turn the selectors and
open them until they can not be turned.

Note
Check that the shafts and differential turn
smoothly.

10. Measure the opening around the circumference
of the selectors with a feeler gauge.

'11. Take the maximum reading and determine the
shrm to be used as follows:

< Primary shaft bearing >
o Subtract the diaphragm spring thickness (0.70

mm, 0.0276 in)from the gap determined in the
step .10.

. Select the closest thinner shim from the table 1 .

< Secondary shaft bearing >
o Subtract the diaphragm spring thickness (0.70

mm, 0.0276 in)from the gap determined in the
step '10.

. Select the closest thicker shim from the table 1.
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Thickness (Htype) Thickness (Gtype)

0.25 mm (0.0098 in)

0.30 mm (0.0118 in)

0.35 mm (0.0138 in)

0.40 mm (0.0157 in)

0.45 mm (0.0177 in)

0.50 mm (0.0197 in)

0.55 mm (0.0217 in)

0.60 mm (0.0236 in)

0.65 mm (0.0256 in)
0.70 mm (0.0276 in)

0.75 mm (0.0295 in)

0.80 mm (0.0315 in)

0.20 mm (0.0079 in)

0.25 mm (0.0098 in)

0.30 mm (0.0118 in)

0.35 mm (0.0138 in)
0.40 mm (0.0157 in)

0.45 mm (0.0177 in)

0.50 mm (0.0197 in)

0.55 mm (0.0217 in)

0.60 mm (0.0236 in)

0.65 mm (0.0256 in)

0.70 mm (0.0276 in)

86U07A-024

Table 1

< For differential bearing >
Connect the preload adapters through the transaxle
case to the pinion shaft.

Attach a spring scale to the attachment. Use the bars
to turn the differential selector until the oreload indi-
cated on the spring scale is 5009 (17.6 ozl [5 cm-
ks (36 ft-lb) I

Measure the gap with a feeler gauge.
Select shim (or shims) from the table 2 with the closest
thickness to the value (B) [ (B) : the gap (A) plus
0 15 mm (0.0059 in) l.

Note
a) Measure the gap around the entire circum-

ference of the selector.
b) No more than three shims may be used.

Table 2

86U07A-025
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86U07A-026

Thickness (G{ype & H{ype)

0.10 mm (0.0039 in) 0.15 mm (0.0059 in)

0.20 mm (0.0079 in) 0.25 mm (0.0098 in)

0.30 mm (0.0118 in) 0.35 mm (0.0138 in)

0.40 mm (0.0157 in) 0.45 mm (0.0177 in)

0.50 mm (0.0197 in) 0.55 mm (0.0217 in)

0.60 mm (0.0236 in) 0.65 mm (0.0256 in)

0.70 mm (0.0276 in) 0.75 mm (0.0295 in)

0.80 mm (0.0315 in) 0.85 mm (0.0335 in)

0.90 mm (0.0354 in) 0.95 mm (0.0374 in)

1.00 mm (0.0394 in) 1.05 mm (0.0413 in)

1.10 mm (0.0433 in) 1.15 mm (0.0453 in)

1.20 mm (0.0a72in)
86UO7A-027
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86U07A-029

'12. Install the shims as outlined below.
Remove the following:
. Transaxle case
. Primary and secondary shaft
. Special tools
. Primary and secondary shaft bearing outer

races from transaxle case

Installthe shims, the diaphragm springs, and the
outer races for the primary shaft, secondary
shaft, and differentialto the respective bearing
outer race bore in the transaxle case.

13, Install the primary and secondary shaft bearing out-
er races in the respective positions in the clutch
housing.
Installthe primary shaft and differential assemblies
in the clutch housinq. Install the transaxle case and
tighten.

Tightening torque:
New G-type 37-52 N.m
(3.8-5.3 ffi-kg, 27-38 ft-lb)

H-type 37-52 N'm
(3.8-5.3 ffi-k9, 27-38 ft-lb)

Except for the bracket bolts
Bracket bolts (H-type) 78-118 N.m
(8.0-1 1.9m-kg, 58-86 ft-lb)

14. Check that the preload is within specification.

Differential:
14-20 N'm (14-20 cm-kg, 12-17 in-lb)

Primary: 0.1-0.25 N'm
(1.0-2.5 cm-kg, 0.87-2.18 in-lb)

15, Remove the primary shaft and differential assem-
blies from the clutch housing.
Install the secondary shaft assembly. Install the
transaxle case to the clutch housrng and tighten.

Tightening torque:
New G-type 37-52 N.m
(3.8-5.3 m-kg, 27-38 ft-lb)

H-type 37-52 N.m
(3.8-5.3 m-kg, 27-38 ft-lb)

Except for the bracket bolts
Bracket bolts (H-type) 78-118 N.m
(8.0-11.9 m-kg, 58-86 ft-lb)

1 6.Check the oreload.

Secondary shaft: 0.2-0.4 N'm
(2.0-4.0 cm-kg, 1.74-3.48 in-lb)

86U07A-031
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